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Dear readers,
usually winter in Bangladesh is the most suitable season to come and go around to visit
the various mission outstations and meet people and see how they live.
Roads may be dusty but they are dry so it is possible to venture also in those remote
villages which cannot be reached during the rainy season.
As you already know the Sunderban Forest (Foresta del Bengala in Italian) is not very
far from our small mission outstation.
At the edge of the forest there are several tribal Munda villages. The name of one of
these villages is Datinakali. Very often the Royal Bengal Tiger crosses the small river
situated between the forest and the village and comes into the village in search of food.
So far the big cat has taken away only a few goats and calves but people are quite afraid
that it may take away also some human beings sooner or later.
Last month of January quite a lot of visitors had enough courage to visit this remote
village which can be reached both by road and by boat. The journey by boat is quite
enjoyable.
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The first visitor arrived at the beginning of the New Year. He was not a new comer to
Bangladesh. He had come several times previously and is well know as ‘Mr. Giovanni
Jadukor=Magicien’. This time an English teacher was with him and they spent a few
days with us. Her name is Paola and she brought a lot of stationeries: very useful things
for the girls who were delighted to watch Giovanni’s magic touch.
Jadukor Giovanni went also to nearby villages and village people, especially children
were fascinated watching handkerchiefs turning into bunch of flowers and so on.
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Giovanni Jadukor did not have the opportunity to visit Datinakali village and have a
glimpse of the forest but all the other visitors went there by boat and enjoyed a
luxurious meal prepared by the village people who staged also a cultural show with
tribal singing and dancing.
The first group of people who went there came from Satkhira accompanied by Enzo and
Laura the founders of Rishilpi. In that group of people there were also two children and
three old persons.
We think that the people of that village could see with their own eyes white skinned
children and white skinned aged people for the first time.

The second group of visitors came from Khulna and was accompanied by Dr. Sister
Roberta. Along with her the members of the group were don Emilio and Silvana,
Sr. Roberta’s friends and Paolo and Giovanna , advisors of the Xaverian Lay family.
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Then just a week ago a beautiful and charming young lady arrived from Italy to spend
two months with us.
As soon as she arrived she was able to conquer the hearts of the tribal Munda girls
staying at Jisur Nam Ashram and she is now their beloved “didi” (= sister).

Her name is Sara and she is a famous
photographer. She is very young but she has
already visited various countries of the world. A
nice article on Sara has already been published
on a paper of her native land (Sondrio) and we
hope other news about her will be published in
future.
Sara also went to Datinakali village and a nice
picture was taken of hers wearing a “sari”. In the
cover of this JNAnews she is with Minoti Munda.
Seeing her dressed like that village people
remarked that she looks like “Bon Bibi” = the
lady of the forest, that is the goddess of the
forest.
For sure if Sara goes back to that village a few
more times local people may be able to build a
shrine or a temple to worship her...
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The last group of visitors who went to Datinakali village were led by Vittorio, Fr. Luigi’s
class mate.
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This is Vittorio’s third visit to Bangladesh and to Jisur Nam Ashram.
Vittorio is a famous painter and whenever he comes to this place he “speaks to walls”,
that is he always gets busy painting and decorating the rooms where the girls sleep.
This time with him there was Helena who is also an artist like Vittorio and Andrea who
is an osteopath. The three of them had the opportunity to practise their profession.
Vittorio and Helena continued “speaking with walls” and Andrea got busy treating
patients.
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Before ending this news
letter a few words must be
said about the Munda
young ladies who entertain
the honourable visitors
with their singing and
dancing.
The best ones among them
are Sulota and Lipika
Munda. Their performance
is very much appreciated
by the visitors.
We hope they will be able
to become professional
dancers sooner or later
and have the chance of appearing on the television screen.
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